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Selected touch points between
Paris Agreement and Private Sector

#1

#2

#3

#4

NDC =>
Domestic
Climate
Policy

Article 6 =>
market
mechanisms

Climate
Finance
& GCF

Voluntary
action by
non-state
actors

● Most relevant /
important area
● National level
● Linked to govt.
ambition & priorities

● Global / bilateral
level
● Requires robust
rulebook
● Important also for
CORSIA and
voluntary markets

● Use of public money
to unlock private
capital
● Focus on developing
nations
● Subject to GCF
governance

Other touch points: Technology & Innovation // Adaptation

● Influenced but no
direct link to PA &
rulebook
● Lead by corporates,
investors, cities and
civil society
● Soft tracking in
NAZCA
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#1
COP24 => domestic climate policy
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What COP24 means for domestic climate policy?
• Not too much since ambition levels remain untouched, but...
• Agreed rulebook is a crucial puzzle piece for the pledge & review
nature of the Paris Agreement
• Adds transparency and stringency to the process (while
acknowledging that enforcement in case of non-compliance remains
tricky)
•
•
•

•

•

•
•

Positive outcome overall
High Ambition Coalition still small but alive
Growing number of long-term (2050) climate strategies (e.g. EU)
Growing recognition of need for a just transition
Elephant in the room is clearly the lack of ambition of current
NDCs
First signs that some countries are not taking NDCs seriously
Growing open and increasingly vocal resistance by some
governments is a worrying trend
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An elephant called ambition...

Source: Climate Action Tracker
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Elephants in different shapes and colors...

Source: Climate Action Tracker
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Growing significance of carbon pricing schemes

Source: World Bank, Carbon Pricing Dashboard
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#2
COP24 & the missing Article 6
rulebook
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Disagreement on Article 6
• Unresolved issues included:
○ Share of Proceeds and Overall Mitigation
○ Inside/outside NDCs
○ Use of ITMOs outside Paris Agreement (eg CORSIA)
○ CDM Transition
○ Accounting (corresponding adjustments) for the 6.4
mechanism
•
•

•
•

Better to have no deal than a weak deal
Apart from the impasse with Brazil, a rulebook seems technically
feasible
Negative ramifications for CORSIA and voluntary carbon markets
New Brazilian government not likely to be very constructive going
forward
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Paris Agreement vs Voluntary Markets
• ICROA workshop at COP 24 co-moderated by
South Pole

• Challenge post 2020 due to potential double
counting
• New focus on 3 models going forward for
voluntary action post 2020

• Further work needed in 2019 to unpack each of
the 3 options, how they would work in host
countries, how voluntary markets can work
alongside Article 6
• 3 main standards (Verra, Gold Standard, and
American Carbon Registry) all trying to come
up with 1 position in 2019
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Post 2020 voluntary market options
A

B

C

CONTRIBUTION CLAIM

NET-ZERO CLAIM IN
REGULATED SECTORS

NET-ZERO CLAIM IN
UNREGULATED SECTORS

• Emission reductions financed

• Emission reductions financed

• Emission reductions financed

by non-state actors contribute
to the host country’s NDC.

by non-state actors in
regulated sectors inside an
NDC can be used for net-zero
claims if an adjustment is
applied to the host country’s
NDC to avoid ‘hot air’.*

• End-buyers claim a
contribution towards the host
country’s climate goals.
Change from ownership of an
emission reduction to the
attribution of an emission
reduction.

• Gold Standard’s Alternative

VER Claims solution / Verra’s
DCC unit.

• If reductions originate from
regulated sectors outside the
NDC, appropriate baseline
adjustments are required.*
* Subject to Article 6 requirements in the
Paris Rulebook

by non-state actors can be
used for net-zero claims
when they are additional, i.e.
go beyond a credible
baseline.

• These emissions reductions
may originate from sectors
inside or outside the NDC.
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#3
COP24 vs climate finance
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Impact of COP24 on climate finance
• Target of 100bn USD by 2020 in sight (depending on the metrics you
use)
• Rules agreed on climate finance reporting (Art. 9)
• Discussion on new climate finance pledge (beyond initial “floor” of
100bn USD/y) postponed until 2020
• 129m USD raised for the Adaptation Fund at COP24
• Germany and Norway announced to double their contributions to the
GCF during the upcoming replenishing round (1.5bn and 0.5bn USD
respectively)
•

•

Improved transparency and reduced “gaming” potential in climate
finance reporting rules

Elephant in the room is the politicised GCF governance & current
inability to spend the money in an effective manner
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Climate
Finance
in context

Source: 2018 Biennial Assessment
and Overview of Climate Finance
Flows
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#4
Voluntary action by non-state actors
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Voluntary action by non-state actors
• Talanoa dialogue perceived as interesting platform for stakeholder
engagement but has no prominent function going forward
• Momentum in private sector, capital markets and sub-national
governments remains strong despite or because of lack of ambition
by national governments

•
•

•

•

“Coalition of the willing” continues to grow
Paris Agreement remains a positive influence on non-state actors
Less than 25% of international cooperative initiatives have clear
reporting and monitoring systems
Still difficult to judge how much impact these initiatives will actually
deliver
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Proliferation of international cooperative initiatives

Source: UNEP Gap Report 2018
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Non-state actor involvement in climate action

Source: UNEP Gap Report 2018
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Selection of Climate Commitments Announce at COP24
● 415 investors, with USD 32 trillion in assets-under-management, signed a
call-to-action highlighting the need for private sector investment in the low
carbon transition
● Multilateral Development Banks (MDBs) announced a Joint Framework for
aligning their activities with the goals of the Paris Agreement
● The World Bank Group doubled its current 5-year investments to around
$200 billion in climate action funding for the period 2021-2025
● ING, BBVA, Société Générale, Standard Chartered and BNP Paribas have
committed to quantify the climate alignment of their lending portfolios, and to
explore ways to steer financial streams towards the goals of the Paris
Agreement
● Bank of America works with partners to mobilize approximately USD 10
billion for innovative and high-impact climate mitigation and sustainabilityfocused investments through Catalytic Finance Initiative
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Selection of Climate Commitments Announce at COP24
● Israel, Scotland, Senegal, Sydney and Melbourne joined Powering Past Coal
Alliance to advance the transition from unabated coal power generation to
clean energy
● A group of 15* leading international organizations, including six global
development banks, announced on the sidelines of the COP24 UN climate
change conference a joint commitment to make their operations climate
neutral.
● The sports sector and UN Climate Change launched the Sports for Climate
Action Framework to gather sports organizations, teams, athletes, and fans in
a concerted effort to raise awareness and action to meet the goals of the Paris
Agreement.
● Fashion stakeholders of 43 global brands, organizations and NGOs created
the Fashion Industry Charter for Climate Action which contains the vision to
achieve net-zero emissions by 2050.
● The Government of British Columbia takes 100% responsibility for its
greenhouse gas emissions by measuring their emissions, reducing them
where possible, and purchasing offsets to cover the remainder.
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Selection of Climate Commitments Announce at COP24
● IKEA Group has pledged to cut carbon emissions from production processes
by 80% in absolute terms by 2030 from 2016 levels, which covers IKEA’s own
factories plus hundreds of its direct suppliers.
● BT Group, E.ON, Schenker AG, Ontario Power Generation and Genesis
Energy joined corporate leadership initiative EV100 and pledged to electrify
their fleets by 2030.
● Maersk aimed at accelerating the transition to carbon-neutral shipping and set
net-zero CO2 emissions target by 2050
● Fjordkraft, the second largest electricity retailer in Norway, is using its
purchasing power to inspire all its suppliers to be climate neutral by 2019.
● Monash University, Australia’s largest university, has committed to reach net
zero emissions by 2030 for all four of its Australian campuses
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Personal conclusion
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The writing is on the wall
Time to start making
some noise…

… as citizen & voter
.... as consumer
… as professional

Source: IPCC 1.5°C Report
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Thank you

Patrick Buergi
p.buergi@southpole.com
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